
Solar Cover



ENERGY NEEDS?
ALGAE OR ODOUR  

PROBLEMS? 

WE GOT YOU COVERED.

Finnchain Solar Cover

Algae growth  
under control 

Cover modules prevent  

sunlight from entering  

the water, minimizing  

algae growth.

Odour removal

With tightly sealed cover 

modules and activated 

carbon filters.

Solar energy

Solar panels are  

producing  

renewable energy!



COVER MODULE FC-SOL-1500
Modules are made of highly weather-resistant and lightweight 

plastic, PE-HD. Modules have ready-made slots for solar panel 

installation and water removal. Dimensions of one module are 

1.42 m x 3.85 m

Structure of Finnchain Solar Cover

MAINTENANCE 

Finnchain Solar Cover always includes at least one manhole, implemented  

with a hinged solar panel. The number of manholes is always based on 

customer needs. In case a bigger opening is needed, single cover modules  

can be removed.

SUPPORTING STRUCTURES 
Finnchain Solar Cover is installed on top of fiberglass beams SCB200, 

which are mounted on tank walls. This foundation is always specifically 

designed for each project.

For example,
in an 8 m wide tank  
at Huittinen WWTP,
the structure consists 
of two connected 
beams. It can easily 
withstand possible 
heavy snow loads 
during wintertime
in Finland.

WEATHERPROOF
LIGHTWEIGHT

STRONG AND 
CORROSION RESISTANT EASY ACCESS



SOLAR PANELS 
Finnchain is using panels manufactured in Finland. Inverter and optimisation  

units are used to provide the best possible energy yield and smooth operation 

at all times. Dimensions of suitable solar panels are 992 mm x 1636 mm.

MAINTENANCE 

Finnchain Solar Cover always includes at least one manhole, implemented  

with a hinged solar panel. The number of manholes is always based on 

customer needs. In case a bigger opening is needed, single cover modules  

can be removed.

VENTILATION AND ODOR REMOVAL 
For minimum odor, cover modules are installed tightly with rubber 

sealings and filling plates. To provide adequate ventilation and odor 

removal, Finnchain recommends using either activated carbon filters 

or other such devices. These can be quoted separately.

 ≥305W PANELS
INVERTER AND  
OPTIMISATION UNIT

EASY ACCESS

ALSO AVAILABLE



 

Finnchain Solar Cover creates added
value for you and keeps your process going

RENEWABLE ENERGY
Finnchain’s cover modules are equipped with solar panels. By utilizing the surface area available at wastewater 

treatment plants, specifically on sedimentation tanks, our Solar Cover produces renewable energy for you.

LESS ODOR
Our Solar Cover also prevents the formation of odors in the 

tank. For this reason, the cover modules can be connected 

tightly and, if necessary, activated carbon filters can be used 

for neutralization.

LESS SUNLIGHT – LESS ALGAE
Finnchain Solar Cover blocks sunlight from entering the wa-

ter, preventing algae growth. Covers also prevent snow, rain, 

and sand dust from entering the tank hampering the process 

and equipment in operation.

Send us a request with tank dimensions and we will give you an offer with theoretical energy calculations. Some examples presented here:
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Koillisväylä 7, 26510 Rauma, Finland     

Tel.  +358 2 8387 3800  sales@finnchain.fi      

www.finnchain.fi

 

ABOUT US
Finnchain Oy is a well-known chain scraper manufacturer. 

Our systems have been installed in more than 60 countries 

worldwide. In all of our operations, we concentrate on 

high-quality, patented solutions to fulfill even demanding 

customer requirements.

  

Our products are recognized to have a long life and being 

reliable in operation increasing environmental sustainability 

at its best.

Now with Solar Cover, we can add renewable energy produc- 

tion to the equation! Combining all the above, we are able to 

provide our customers with technically brilliant, economical, 

and sustainable solutions!

Finnchain Solar Cover – Keeping Your Process Going!

DO YOU KNOW  
THE CARBON FOOTPRINT

OF YOUR FACILITY? 

LET'S REDUCE IT.

Send us a request with tank dimensions and we will give you an offer with theoretical energy calculations. Some examples presented here:


